Lets Crimp a Bracelet

INGREDIENTS
- 1 toggle clasp
- 1 charm
- 1 4mm jump ring.
- 20 4mm spacers or size of your choice
- 60cm of wire suitable for crimping.eg tiger tail or accuflex
- 20 crimps
- 2g size 11 seed beads
- 10 feature beads of 10mm can be bigger or smaller.
- 5 x 6mm bi-comes
- 4 x 4mm Swarovski bi-cones
- 2 crimp covers
- 2 wire guards.

Tools
Crimping irons
Wire cutters
Flat nose pliers
Let the fun begin!!!!

Step 1
Using Tiger tail thread on the bar section of the toggle clasp.
If using a wire guard, place a jump ring around toggle clasp and close. Place wire guard on tiger tail and
thread one crimp onto both strands and secure using crimping irons or flat nose pliers.

Step 2
Thread onto one of the strands the following beads:
1 X feature bead, 1 4mm spacer bead, 1 4mm bi-cone, 1 feature bead, 1 4mm spacer bead, 1 4mm Bicone, 1
4mm spacer bead, repeat three times, thread until the end.( check your length on wrist, as it will change in
length once seed beads are attached to other strand)

Step 3
Don't crimp the other side but secure with a wire clip guard or tape to secure.
You need to be able to get your seed beads through your bi-cone.!
Step 4 Onto the remaining strand , thread 6 size 11 seed beads, pass through bi-cone and repeat for the
length of the bracelet;. Thread second strand onto a crimp, a wire guard, jump ring and back through the
wire guard. Open jump ring and attached to the round toggle end on the other side.

step 5
Crimp on to the toggle section, threading on a crimp and passing the tiger tail back through.
Repeat step one if using wire guard.

Step 6
To complete attach the charm onto the round toggle part with a jump ring.

Step 7
Take your crimp covers and secure over crimp by squeezing them into shape.
ENJOY YOUR CREATION.
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